
Scottish Open Forecast 6 AM Update Friday, 14 July 2023
Synopsis -
Rain has moved in from the SW this morning and will linger up until the 7 AM hour. The rest of the morning will be under
cloudy skies with some breaks in the clouds expected by late morning into the afternoon. The threat for a few isolated
showers increase early afternoon then main area of steady to heavy rains begin to move in after 1600 hours. The rain will
continue into the evening and into just after midnight before tapering off to a few showers. A period of stronger winds set
up after play finishes and into the overnight with speeds coming from the E at 15-25 MPH. Total rainfall today from start to
finish will remain in the 8-16 mm range. Tomorrow, low pressure system will be situated to the west of us providing us with
a dry morning then scattered showers and thunderstorms begin to develop just after the noon hour. The convective
showers will develop SW and move NE throughout the afternoon with embedded thunderstorms that will produce locally
heavy rainfall and gusty winds. The threat diminishes by evening. Strong winds settle in for Sunday morning by 8 AM and
continue through 5-6 PM at speeds of 20-30 MPH and gusting to 40+ MPH at times.
 Weather Forecast Lightning Threat 

 0800:
 Cloudy.

 TEMP: 13°C / 56°F WINDS: SE   5 - 10 MPH / 8 - 16 KPH

 1000:
 Cloudy.

 TEMP: 16°C / 60°F WINDS: SE   5 - 10 MPH / 8 - 16 KPH

 1200:
 Mostly cloudy with isolated showers.

 TEMP: 17°C / 62°F WINDS: SE   8 - 12 MPH / 13 - 19 KPH

 1400:
 Mostly cloudy and breezy with isolated showers.

 TEMP: 17°C / 62°F WINDS: ESE   10 - 20 MPH / 16 - 32 KPH

 1600:
 Cloudy with periods of rain developing.

 TEMP: 16°C / 60°F WINDS: ESE   10 - 20 MPH / 16 - 32 KPH

 1800:
 Cloudy and breezy with periods of rain. Rain could be heavy at times.

 TEMP: 15°C / 59°F WINDS: ESE   10 - 20 MPH / 16 - 32 KPH

 Tonight:
 Cloudy and windy with periods of rain. Rain could be heavy at times.

 LOW: 13°C / 55°F WINDS: ESE to E   15 - 25 MPH / 24 - 40 KPH

 Extended Forecast Sunrise:  04:33  Sunset:  21:52  
Day Saturday Sunday

Sky

Weather Partly sunny with PM scattered showers and
thunderstorms.

Partly sunny and windy. Wind gusts of 40+
MPH possible.

Temperature 17°C 17°C
12°C

Lightning Threat
Winds (MPH) SSW

12 - 18
WSW

20 - 30
Contact Mobile Weather Team, Inc. Meteorologist Guy Nestor at guyn@mobileweather.com or by phone at 1-724-570-3002. Follow

us on Twitter @MWT_WX and like us on Facebook @MobileWeatherTeam.


